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Overview

Thisreportdiscussesresearchactivitiesconductedun_r theauspicesofDOE GrantNo.

DE-FGO3-93ER61646sinceitsinceptionon 15 J_ly1993.The previousgrant,DE-FG02-
90ER61019 (ofthesame title),iscurrentlyoperatingundera no-costextension,so thatthis
reportalsodiscussesactivitiesconductedthereunder.

Background

The original project entitled "Thermohaline Circulations and Global Climate Change" was
concerned with investigating the hypothesis that changes in surface thermal and hydrological
forcing of the North Atlantic, changes that might be expected to accompany CO2-induced global
warming, could result in ocean-atmosphere interactions' exerting a positive feedback on the cli-
mate system. Because the North Atlantic is the source of much of the global ocean's reservoir of
deep water, and because this deep water could sequester large amounts of anthropogenically pro-
duced CO2, changes in the rate of deep-water production are important to furore climates. Since

deep-water production is controlled, in part, by the annual cycle of the atmospheric forcing of
the North Atlantic, and since this forcing depends strongly on both hydrological and thermal

processes as well as the windstress, there is the potential for fw.dback between the relatively
short-term response of the atmosphere to changing radiative forcing and the longer-term
processes in the oceans.

Work on this hypothesis led to a second line of investigation, which has become a new
focus for the new award discussed here. The sensitivity of the annual cyle of the upper ocean to
variable atmospheric forcing also determines the structure of the seasonal thermocline, and con-

sequently it is n_.essary to include both synoptic-scale and interannual variability of atmos-
pheric forcing to fully understand the potential effects of long-term trends cf that forcing. Due
to its large heat capacity and its nonlinear response to forcing, the upper ocean rectifies the forc-
ing by radiative fluxes, turbulence, and windstress, creating responses on much longer time
scales than those of the forcing.

This report focuses on recent work oriented toward this problem that was a source of criti-
cism during the review process on the most recent proposal: the quality of the upper ocean
model being used in the investigation. Other recent progress is also reviewed.
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Mixed-Layer Alternatives

MICOM integrations

The MiamiIsopycnic-CoordinateOceanModel (MICOM--as it has become to be known)
was originally formulatedpurely in isopycnic coordinatesand used to investigate the ocean's
response to windstressforcing. Because isopycnic coordinates--i.e., coordinates using water
density rather than depthor pressure in the "vertical"--areeffective only in adiabaticflows,
extending the model to simulate a complete, thermodynamicallyactive ocean required the
developmentof a hybrid approachthat addedto the top of the isopycnic moO_el an upper-ocean
formulationcapableof exchangingheat with the overlyingatmosphere. Thishad beendonepre-
viously by variousinvestigators,but their approachhasbeen to usea constant-depthmixed layer
for the thermodynamicmodule. Bleck, Hanson,Hu, and Kraus[1989 J. Phys. Oceanogr., 19, p.
1417ff] were the first to develop a hybrid isopycnic-mixed-layer model thatattempted to simu-

late correctlythe physics of upper-oceanmixing. This was accomplishedby developing algo-rithms to match the Kraus-Turnermixed layer model (in the form outlinedin Niiler and Kraus
| [1977 Modeling and Prediction of the Upper Layers of the Ocean, Pergamon,p.143ff]) to the

i pure isopycnic model described by Bleck and Boudra [1981 J. Phys. Oceanogr., 11, p. 755ff;

and 1986J. Geophys. Res., 91, p. 761lff].

While providing a simple and elegant solution to the complex problem of upper-ocean mix-'
ing, the Kraus-Turner.model is not without its shortcomings; many of these ate described in the

- work of Gaspar[1988 J. Phys. Oceanogr., lg, p. 161ff], and reviewers of both of the proposals
associated with this project were quick to point this out. To address this issue, the model has
been reformulated using Gaspar's algorithm, and comparison integrations have been run. It
should be emphasizedthat Gaspar's formulation is based on a more realistic treatment of dissi-
pation in the upper ocean, but that the basic mixed-layer approachto the problem is retained.
Gaspar's formulation also involves seven adjustableparameters, compared to two in the original
Kraus-Turner approach. The main advantage, as seen below, of the Gaspar formulation is to
reduce the penetration of the winter mixed layer to less of the water column, so that the seasonal
thermocline is shallower than in the Kraus-Turnerapproach.

Figures 1 illustrate this clearly. The two panels compare identical runs of the MICOM
using the Kraus-Turner mixed layer (top) and the Gaspar approach(bottom). Over the six years
of integration iUustrated,wintertime mixed layers are shallower at all latitudes in the Gasparrun.
Note also that summer mixed layers are actuallydeeper in the Gaspar run. This combined result
is due to the effect of variable dissipation in the Gaspar formulation: wind mixing is more
effioient _vhenthe layer is shallow and is less so for deep layers. As discussed in the Gaspar
paper, this is also morerealistic. Figures 2 illustrate the model differences more clearly at a sin-
gle latitude. The vertical coordinate in Figs. 2 is temperature,and the annual cycle of the mixed
layer is shown as the top-most curve. Theseasonal thermocline appearsas the cluster of isoth-
erms just under this top-most curve when the mixed layer is shallow. The reduced amplitudeof
the annual cycle is evident in the Gaspar run.

From this comparison, it may be concluded that there are significant differences in the two
approaches,and that it may be preferable to adoptthe Gaspar approachfor climate studies using
the MICOM. It is important to bear in mind, however, that this is a comparison between two
model runsand thatthere is no real-world calibration involved. Because long-time series of the
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detailsof upperocean structurearescarce,limited to a few measurementsat the sites of specific
oceanographicmoorings,alternativeapproachesto comparingmodel results to datasetsare indi-
cated.

Phasediagrams

While detailed observationsof the annual cycle of upper-oceanstructure are relatively
scarce, surfaceobservations are availablefor virtuallyall of the world ocean; these have been
compiledin the ComprehensiveOcean-AtmosphereDataSet (COADS). COADS observations
include monthly averages of surface observations, culled for bad data, and binned into two-
degree squares. Surface thermodynamicfluxes and windstressescan be calculated from this
data. In addition,COADS hasbeen used by a varietyof investigatorsto deduceradiativefluxes,
usingempiricalformulae.

Froman oceanographicperspective, the two most importantthermodynamicquantities for
climate studies are the sea-surfacetemperature and the net surface heat flux. In the ocean-
surface heat budget,the latteris the dominantterm. That is, definingHn as the net surfaceheat
flux, h as the mixed layerdepth, Ts as the sea-surface temperature,and t as time, the surface
heat budget can be written symbolically _)Ts/_t =f (Hn,h, ...), with Hn the largest term on
climatological scales. Therefore, constructinga diagr_xnof Hn vs. Ts is equivalentto a partial
con,':tructionof a diagramof dTs/dt vs. Ts . This representationof the behaviorof a dynamical
system is the constructfamiliarto electricalengineersand others as a phase diagram. For stu-
dies of periodic phenomena,as well as stability analyses, these diagrams provide a wealth of
informationabout system behavior, particularlyphase lags between the state variable(in this
case, Ts) and its forcing, andits approachto, or divergencefrom,stable states.

The loop in Figure3 shows Hn (expressed as oceanic heating) plotted vs. Ts for COADS
• observationsat Ocean WeatherStation C in the NorthAtlantic, with the solid circles represent-

ing individualmonthly observations. Beginning in January(the solid circle to the lower left),
the month with the most oceanic coding and with almost'the lowest Ts, the annual cycle
proceeds clockwise toward August (right-most solid circle), with the highest Ts. The deeper
winter mixed layers cause a greatertime lag of increases of Ts than do the shallower mixed
layersof Ts decreases, as can be inferredfromthe more roundedcharacterof the loop on its left
end comparedto the rightend. Althoughthe Ts and Hn scales change,thisgeneralpatternholds
forCOADSdataat most latitudesin the NorthAtlantic.

The OWS C COADS result is reproducedin both panels of Figures 4, along with results
from several mixe0-1ayermodels subjected to smoothly interpolatedmonthly forcing. In all
cases, these results arederived from integrationsof a one-dimensionaiversion of the MICOM
with the various mixed-layer modules used. An imposed horizontaladvection of heat, with
annual cycle derived from the work of Lamb and Bunker [1982 J. Phys. Oceanogr., 12, p.
1388ff], was used to adjustthe annually averagedtemperatureof each integrationto thatof the
COADSobservations.

The variousconstant-depthmodels in the top panel of Fig. 4 bear little resemblence to the
observations. They also imply the behavior of such a model in its two limits. As h-,oo, the
"loop" would become a vertical straight line, with no variationsin Ts, and with Hn controlled
entirelyby the varyingatmosphericforcing. As h-,0, the loop would nearly collapse,because



Ts would respond instantly to forcing and there would be no hysteresis due to time lags. From
these various loops, it can be inferred that a constant-depth layer of about 150 m would approxi-
mately reproduce the temperature range of the observations, although the phase would be wrong.

In the lower panel of Fig. 4, the Gaspar and Kraus-Turner formulations are compared with
the lOO-mconstant-depth model and with the observations. All-in-all, the Kraus-Turner model
most closely resembles the observations. All three models, howe_ _r, fail to simulate correctly
the observ,,tions during the spring heating season; this is the time when the seasonal thermocline

forms and is therefore the crucial time of year for the research here. Note in Fig. 2 that this
incorrect simulation of mixed-layer retreat in the spring is associated with a very thin and highly
stratified seasonal thermocline just under the shallow summer mixed layer. While either the K-T
or the Gaspar model will result in injection of ventilated, mixed-layer water into the permanent
thermocline eventually, the rate of injection and the properties of the injected water are not being

correctly simulated by these mixing parameterizations. Work completed and in progress is exa-
mining the role of synoptic-time-scale weather disturbances in modifying this modeled behavior
and producing a more correct simulation.

Discussion
f

Several cor_ference contributions discuss various aspects of the work reviewed above:

• The role of simulated synoptic-time-scale variations in the wind speed (which controls both
wind mixing and the turbulent thermodynamic fluxes in the mixed-layer model) in modifying the
formation of the seasonal .thermocline was discussed in a poster by Hanson and Bleck at the
Third Scientific Meeting of The Oceanography Society in Seattle (,April, 1993); this was entitled
"Rectification of .Atmospheric Forcing by the Oceanic M_.ed Layer."

• The model comparisons, with extension to variable at1_nosphericforcing on both synoptic and
interannual time scales, will be discussed at the 1994 Ocean Sciences Meeting of the American
Geophysical Union (San Diego, February, 1994), in a paper by Hanson entitled "Modeling
Climatological Heat Storage in the North Atlantic Ocean."

• The response of the MICOM to the different mixed-layer formulations will be discussed at that
same Ocean Sciences Meeting in a paper by Halliwell, Horsfall, Bleck, and Hanson entitled
"Sensitivity of an Isopycnic-Coordinate OGCM to Parameterizations of Upper-Ocean Mixing."

• Cne important aspect of the initial hypothesis motivating this project will also be discussed at
the 1994 Ocean Sciences Meeting in a paper by Horsfall, Bleck, and Hanson entitled "Variation
of the Subdiction Rate in Response to Global Climate Change." Ms. Horsfall, a graduate student
at the University of Miami supported by the subcontract of this award, passed her Ph.D. qualify-
ing examination in October, 1993, and is now in the most productive stage of her research.

• In January, 1994, Prof. Rainer Bleck (the Co-PI on the project, and the PI of the University of
Miami subcontract) will host a workshop to discuss various aspects of the MICOM, including
many relevant to this project. The results discussed above and at the various other meetings will
be presented at this workshop, and issues such as standardizing the model and its output modules
will be discussed as well.
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ltillure 2, Tempemure-._imecrosssectionat 44"N for inter'at/onof Fis. 1, emphasizin8
moderatedannualcycleof themixedlayerintheGMparformulation.
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Figure 3, Psnitl phtsediN;ram of netsurfaceflux (exlxr_ssedas oceanicheating)vs.sea-surface
ten',penttm for COADS observationsat the locationof OceanWeatherStationC.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,or
process disclosed, or representsthat its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.
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Rlpere 4. As in FiB. 3. for vinous mixed layer models forced by a smoothly vatyinB annual

cycle, andfor COADS at the Iocalionof Ocean WeatherStationC. Top panelcomparesvarious

constant-depthmixed-layer models; bottom panel compares the lOO-m constantdepth model

with the IOaus-Turner lmclGUlxtr models. Note th= the Knms-Turner model providesthe best
simulationof the COADS observations.








